
Collections 1: Use It Again  “Plastic Fantastic?”

Vocabulary and language features 

The first two sentences 
contrast the past with the 
present.

The three questions in 
this opening paragraph 
encourage the reader to 
start thinking more deeply 
about the issue.

The headings help the 
reader navigate the text.  
This introductory section 
summarises the problem.

The question mark encourages the reader to think more deeply about the title.  
It suggests strongly that plastic is not fantastic.  The question mark here has a 
similar effect to the use of inverted commas for “national flower” on page18.

The word “where” acts as a 
conjunction, linking the poisoning 
of animals to the fact that bags 
stay in the environment for a very 
long time.  

The word “but” indicates a 
change in thinking.

The inverted commas 
indicate that this term needs 
to be considered carefully 
for some reason.  The writer 
could be acknowledging that 
the term is not yet part of 
our everyday vocabulary, 
or she could be signalling 
that she is expressing her 
personal opinion.

“They’re” refers to the 
“plastic bags” mentioned in 
the previous sentence.

The language structure 
“not only ... but also” 
has more impact than 
simply using the word 
“and” to link the ideas.

The dash and the words both 
signal that an explanation is 
about to follow.  They serve 
the same purpose, but the 
dash adds visual impact.

This signals that there are more 
main ideas to come.

Use of the word “even” here 
and the repetition of “much” 
emphasises  the contrast between 
the short time bags are used and 
the very long time they take to 
break down. 

The dash shows the link between 
the idea of rotting away and the 
term “biodegradable”.

The word “because” signals an 
explanation (of why plastic bags 
can’t be burned safely).

A “signpost” for an explanation.
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As on page 15, “where” 
is used to link ideas in a 
sentence.

Brackets are used here 
to show that the words 
inside them are linked to 
the phrase “starch-based 
bags”.  In this case, they offer 
additional information. 

Here, the inverted commas 
are used for ironic effect.  
Flowers are generally 
considered beautiful, but 
trees or gardens covered 
in blown-about plastic 
bags (as in the photograph 
on pages 14–15) are very 
unattractive.

Like “but” or “instead”, 
“Although” acts as a signpost 
to the reader that they are 
about to read contrasting 
information or ideas.

The structure “not just … but all” 
has the same impact as “not only 
… but also”.  It’s a more dramatic 
way of saying “and”.

The term “such as” indicates that 
an example will follow.


